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Article 6

Hart: Unconquerable

unconquerable
obstacles always from the start
stone growing under weighted landscapes in primordial
matter whose spirit flows leanly into trees the crabbed
roots groping for toehold while gnarled limbs breathe
hardness from rocks into man original and all
following adamantine from mold crossing
equators and longitudinal lines of mind
in exploration of lands unknown forever
reborn in the sea change worked by earths power
between beckoning and opposing poles
all are discoverers who suck unbreathed air
the weak and rejected of another world grow stone hard here
made molten first in frustration then congealing
into flexing forms through the cold fury of work
figured
transfigured
however they came here all are trans
from weakness to strength from convicts to conquerors
serfs to survivors meeting demands of the land
straddled between fire and ice these lands decree
merging of desert and sea of man and old habitants
building again the bridge leading to other worlds
replete with its heroes is history resilient
woman in wilderness childbirth leaching legends
of iron from hard land and looping a clevis
of tenderness round every plow pulled in her mans world
dissolving gender in times common cause
like earth pulling to center from its separate poles
the land is demanding promises hard to keep
from its pioneers and no giving not total
rewarding unconquerable spirits at long last
with vision turned inward of enduring stone
singing through fragrant forests of a sweet won rest

edward L hart

edward L hart is a professor emeritus of english at brigham young university this poem was set to
music by robert cundick and sung by the mormon ta
acie
acle choir on its june 1988 tour to australia
tabernacle
and new zealand
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